Senior Aerospace Engineering Technician

Aug 2020

Apogee Worx is hiring Senior Aerospace Engineering Technicians. The ideal candidates will
have a minimum of 10 years of hands-on aircraft experience working in engineering and
production environments. The individuals will have to demonstrate experience understanding
engineering data and the ability to interpret the data into production processes.
Apogee Worx LLC is a growing aerospace business delivering leading edge solutions to the
military and para-military aviation markets. We are looking for individuals that will thrive in a
challenging project based environment with a charter of providing state of the art capabilities
to legacy aircraft.
Responsibilities include:
- Working with end-customers to identify and document requirements and issues
- Manager of Contract Field Team (CFT) operations
- Liaison between Engineering and Production
- Assist Engineers in understanding manufacturing processing techniques to assist in
design and creation of parts
- Support project design, test, and production
- Conduct tests and record data to assist with engineering evaluation or analysis
Desired skills:
- Must have on-aircraft work experience and general knowledge of manufacturing and
engineering environments including product configuration, manufacturing principles,
concepts, and practices
- Able to read and interpret engineering documentation, drawings, and other technical
data
- Able to review, and implement test plans, drawings, specifications, and planning in
support of various development projects
- Be familiar with AS9100D and have experience with a formal Quality Management
System
- Assist in managing, creating, and modifying project documentation including process
work instructions, test methods, and build records for new product development
activities
- General understanding of 3D modeling
- Support the implementation of new products or processes
- The ability to communicate effectively with technical and non-technical personnel
Basic Qualifications:
- High School Diploma or Equivalent
- Minimum 10 years Aerospace work experience
- Must have exceptional problem solving abilities
- Must be able to work independently.
- Must be detail oriented and organized
- Must be a US Citizen. Must have the ability to obtain a Secret clearance. A current
Secret clearance is a plus

